
THE PIT ROOM EXPANDS

Guy Fieri-approved Montrose barbecue joint fires
up hot new Memorial location
By Eric Sandler Oct 26, 2022 | 4:44 pm

Apopular Montrose barbecue joint is heading west. The Pit Room will open a second location in
the Memorial City area in the third quarter of 2023.
Located in MetroNational's Benignus Plaza, the new restaurant will occupy approximately 6,200-
square-feet just west of the Gateway Memorial City development (10301-A Katy Freeway).
Considerably larger than the Montrose original, the new restaurant will combine both the Pit Room
and its adjacent bar the Patio at the Pit Room into one space. The new restaurant will feature
seating for 100 inside, 25 at an indoor-outdoor bar, and 80 on a covered, 2,600-square-foot patio. A
dedicated to-go counter will allow customers to purchase barbecue, sausages, sauces, and more.

The Pit Room uses offset smokers. Photo by Jenn Duncan
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“We are excited to grow the Pit Room concept and serve a new area of Houston,” owner Michael
Sambrooks said in a statement. “The Pit Room is our original concept, really our baby, and we look
forward to serving the residents in Memorial and on the West Side.”
Opened in 2016, the Pit Room serves Central Texas-style barbecue prepared in offset barrel
smokers. It has drawn a devoted following, including an appearance on a 2021 episode of Diners,
Drive-Ins, and Dives.
In addition to the usual meats such as brisket, pork ribs, and three kinds of housemade sausage, the
restaurant has built a devoted following for its Mexican and Tex-Mex-influenced sides such as
chips and queso, elotes, and charro beans. Three kinds of tacos, served on housemade tortillas made
with brisket fat, are always popular with regulars. Texas Monthly taco editor José Ralat hails the
smoked chicken taco with garlic cloves as "the magic order" at the Pit Room.
The new location will bring the Pit Room's full menu to Memorial. A larger kitchen will allow it to
serve a bar menu for game watchers, a "specialty grill menu," and more desserts.
“We are pleased to announce the arrival of the Pit Room’s legendary Central-Texas barbecue to
Memorial City,” MetroNational vice president of retail leasing Danna Diamond said. “This
hometown favorite reinforces our commitment to provide special dining experiences for our
community.”
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